WISENS ACCESSORIES

Fishing protections — Activating clip — Mooring clamp
WiSens accessories

**MAGNETIC ACTIVATING CLIP**
- A magnet is foamed inside the clip
- Once placed on the middle part of the WiSens, it activates the Wi-Fi of the WiSens
- It enables access to the WiSens embedded interface via any device with IP address

**MOORING CLAMP**
- Adaptable diameter
- High resilience to any external shocks or collision
- Can be easily installed on any fishing nets, trawls, etc.
- Water flow is preserved to ensure good measurement
- The Wi-Fi of the WiSens can still be activated through a dedicated magnet stick

**MAGSENS PROTECTIONS**
- High resilience to any external shocks or collision
- Can be easily installed on any fishing nets, trawls, etc.
- Water flow is preserved to ensure good measurement
- The Wi-Fi of the WiSens can still be activated through a dedicated magnet stick

**Wisens TBD & CTD**

**Wisens accessories**